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winning eleven 8 isn't all about the sport, however, and there's plenty to keep you occupied during
the matches. most of the game's options can be found in the options menu, and the developer has

added a number of new options, such as a feature that allows you to play with exactly the same
players and teammates from a previous match in your next match. it's a great way to quickly get

back into the game, for example, or to see how your best-performing players do against a new team.
you can even play your previous matches as each team or as an individual player, depending on how
much you like the new content. the weather option lets you set the weather to any of three different
settings, depending on where you're located. you can even set the water level of the lakes and rivers
found in the game to any of six different settings, which adds to the realism in a very minor way. the
game has more than 100 new stadiums available in winning eleven 8, and for the most part, they're
all very realistic, even in comparison to some of the older stadiums that are included in the previous

games. one of the big changes in winning eleven 8, however, is that the stadiums have been
reorganized into four different categories: traditional, modern, international, and european. although

those aren't the most interesting of names, they make a lot of sense once you're inside of the
stadiums, and they're all easy to spot. when you're playing matches, you'll be treated to a number of

realistic noises, as well, and the music is no less impressive. in addition to the new development
system, the training mode, and the improved artificial intelligence in every aspect of the game, there

are a couple of other nice touches in winning eleven 8. namely, the game features a "smart shots"
mode that will attempt to block players from scoring with a huge, powerful shot when you don't feel
like putting a lot of effort into a pass or your shots are going wide. the game also allows you to set a
target for yourself, with the aim being to score or pass your way through a specified number of goals
in a row. after the first goal, you'll either have to move the ball into the net or play a pass that hits

the opposition goalkeeper, and if the cpu scores, a message will flash on the screen letting you know
that you've either won or lost. the smart shots and target modes are a great way to get yourself fired

up for a match and to keep yourself interested for several matches in a row.
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